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Lamenting the loss ofthe "good old days"
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Maybe while some
of us age like fine wine,
the rest of us age like
milk....

\

''

by jonathan lane
jwl033000@u tdaUas.edu

Earlier this year, in the middle of a
lopsided one-on-one basketball game,
my dad remarked to me, "The older I get,
the better I was." At the time I figured
that he just wasn't recognizing that I was
no longer 7 years old and that he was
no longer able to hold the ball over my
head and out of my reach . But now, at the.
advanced age of 21, I am starting to come
to the same realization that he did.
I was surprised to get an email a little
a while ago fro m the testing agency that
tests both the fres hmen and the seniors at
universities to see how students progress
throughout their studies. I say surprised
not because I didn't know who they were,
but because I completely forgot I took
the test; I generally block out things that
happen at eight in the morning.
The email told me that although I
did. well in comp~.r_~son to the national
average, I did worse than what was
expected of me based on where I was
coming out of high school. For the first
time, I had documented proof that I was
actually worse than I used to be.
When I look at my life though, I
certainly see that trend. For example,
when I was in third grade, I got sixth
in my school's Spelling Bee. However,
now I needed a spell check to assure me
I spelled the word "Spelling" correctly
in the previous sentence. If this trend
continues, by the time I'm 30 I may need
help signing my name when I'm checking
into a nursing home.
I used to think the reason that we

The author at the prime of his life. It has all been downhill since. Photo courtesy Kathy Lane

believe that things used to be better is that
we tend to ignore the negative stuff. We'll
brag about how we used to be the fastest
boy in sixth grade while disregarding that
one girl who was faster. We'll reminisce
about that cute girl who would smile at
you in the halls of our high school while
not mentioning the times she ignored
you whenever you tried to talk to her.
(I'm clearly not speaking from personal
experience, by the way.)

The truth is that maybe some of us
actually were better than we are now.
Maybe while some of us age like fine
wine, the rest of us age like milk.
I don't feel that this notion is
limited to people though. From various
conversations I've had with people, it's
pretty clear to me that everything used to
be better, even despite advances in those
particular field s. The greatest. movies were
made before we realized that having color

might be a good idea, the greatest music
was made before we realized what some
of the musicians looked like, and sports
used to be better before we realized that
we can genetically engineer athletes.
Ask any of your friends. Very rarely will
their favorite of anything be something
they experienced in the last year. If they
say otherwise, they're lying; I know this
because, by my theory, friends must also
be worse than they used to be.
Occasionally, we have to suffer through
the stories octogenarians tells us about
the "good old days" where a brand new
car cost a nickel, but perhaps they're on to
something. Sometimes I start to believe
that their faulty memory of events that
they made up are all that we have to cling
to from when life was good, people were
honest, and· taffY was abundant. ·
If things are only going to get worse
from here, I do not look forward to
60 years from now when I am the sole
keeper of any memories of when things
were (lust barely) good, having to tell my
grandchildren that the life they are living
is the worst life anyone has ever lived.
Granted, I will probably enjoy telling
them the stories about how I had to walk
to school in five feet of snow where it was
uphill both ways, so hopefully they'll be
too busy with their jetpacks to remember
that I grew up in the middle of a .desert.
Hopefully I'm wrong. Hopefully we
are actually living at a time where we take
more for granted than people before us
ever even had. And hopefully, for my sake,
I'm not, in fact, rapidly getting worse at
everything. That would suck. •
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Escalades on Earth
How the prosperity gospel is changi~g theface

Creflo Dollar, one of the major faces of t he
prosperity gospel on television

by jordan youngblood
jry031000@utdallas.edu

One late night around
my apartment, my roommates and I found ourselves searching for programs on television. As
bored college students are
wont to do, we turned to
televangelist network TBN
in search of cheap laughs.
What we found instead
was a rather sickening look
at a certain brand of theological thought.
"I don't want you to
think about the amount of
money," the pinstripe-suited televangelist was saying
to the crowd amassed in the
auditoriu~, not to mention
the viewers at home. "Ifyou
count change, you doubt
the power of the Almighty.
My God doesn't care about
decimals and dollar signs.
H e cares about faith. And
what you are making is an investment in
faith."
I suppose I could understand his message at this point. Giving has always been
a large sticking point of the church, and
the coffers can run low, particularly if their
pastors are wearing pinstriped suits like
that. However, his next line completely
shattered my thin amount of respect for
him.
"Tonight, I'm asking for a donation
of $1300 apiece. That's an investment in
faith. And I promise you, if you give in a
right heart, God will more than repay that
money to you."
Welcome to seed money. Welcome to
faith-based giving gone horribly awry.
Welcome to the new face of the TV

of Christianity

of the local Potter's House church, lives
church: the prosperity gospel.
Televangelists asking for money are in a $1.7 million dollar mansion funded
certainly nothing new. Ask anyone who entirely by his book sales (incl~ding one
lived in the early 1980s about Oral Rob- titled "The Great Investment: Faith, Famerts, who claimed God would kill him if he ily, and Finance") and profits from his refailed to raise $1 million in funds for His cent book-to-movie adaptation "Woman,
church. As much sympathy as viewers had Thou Art Loosed."
for Oral's plight, those on television have
Anyone who takes a glance at relifound a much more successful approach gious television will recognize prosperity
- appeal to the wallet, not the heart.
gospel staple names like Creflo Dollar,
The concept of "seed money" is fairly Rod Parsley, Kenneth Copeland, and, of
simple. The believer donates a sum of course, Benny Hinn - the Addison-based
money for ostensibly good causes to the preacher who knocks out folks all around
church, and in return for this gesture of the globe in a gleaming white suit. To be
faith, God himself acts to aid the indi- honest, I think the huge diamond ring on
vidual in their endeavors, multiplying the his right hand is probably how he puts
initial investment potentially many times them down.
over. Believers are encouraged to pray for
So what's the big deal? Jakes argues he
promotions, for new houses, for any of a sets a positive example for the black comnumber of earthly goods, as God wants his munity, showing that black men can be
flock on earth to be successful.
successful and independent. Osteen was
This gospel, often known as the "pros- recently on the cover of Texas Monthly;
perity gospel" or "Word of Faith", has been
around in some form for more than 100
years. The basis of this gospel comes from
the Sermo~ on the Mount, m which Jesus
declares "Ask and it shall be given you ...
for 'Yhoever asks, receives" (Matthew 7:7
KJV). Additionally, Paul writes in 2 Corinthians 8:9 that "for your sakes (Jesus]
became poor, that you by his poverty could
become rich". Verses about the power of
faith (Matthew 17:20's famous declaration that faith can move mountains) and
promises of physical healing (Isaiah 53:5
states "By his stripes, we are healed") give
added fuel to the argument.
Many current pastors ascribe to the
gospel, including Houston-based Joel
Osteen, a man who now no longer has to
take a salary from his church because his
book and appearances royalties total in Joel Osteen, pastor ofThe Lakewood Church
the millions of dollars. T.D . Jakes, pastor in Houston
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his book "Your Best Life Now" reached #1
on the New York Times bestseller list, and
many claim his message of encouragement
has changed their lives. TBN, Daystar, and
other religious networks have gone massively global, indicating that people have
no qualms supporting their efforts. Why
wo;Udn't people want to hear that God
wants a happy life for them?
The problem is when people without
means donate money to the church and
don't receive divine compensation; instead, they receive eviction notices · and
unpaid bills. The problem is when preachers accul,1lulate wealth beyond most of
their parishioners' dreams and spend huge
portions of that for themselves, when one
of the prime points of the religion is the
sharing of wealth among believers. And
the main problem is when a religion -particularly one like Christianity, where the
intimacy of the relationship between man
and divine is literally on a first-name basis
- becomes not a method for spiritual enlightenment but temporal success.
Very few people are strangers to asking a deity for favors; look around you in
the hallways before your next midterm for
proof of that. However, what we are seeing
in the prosperity gospel is a connection
between business and church that hearkens back far too much to the days of indulgences and other "sacraments". Paying
for God's favor is only one step away from
paying God not to
damn you to hell.
Many of the
verses that fuel the
prosperity
gospel
mentality are often

SOCIAL COMMENTARY

in the context of spiritual matters. "By his • Maybe you don't have enough faith. Maystripes, we are healed" is generally inter- be G od's setting up an even better plan
preted as the suffering of Christ absolv- for you. I can .never get past that preacher
ing man of his sinful nature and offering talking about ignoring the decimal points;
redemption. ''Ask and it shall be given when yem live from paycheck to paycheck,
unto you" can mean that sincerely asking the Almighty can't delay too long.
God for help in moral
However it's not
just the poor who are
or spiritual matters ( (
The prosperity
can bestow the spiriamong the key auditual tools to overcome
ence for the gospel
gospel is honestly just
of economic success.
adversity. However,
a culmination of the
none of that is as imPeople like Osteen
popular deluded form of have tapped directly
mediately appealing
into the middle-class
as the idea that God
.the "American Dream"
suburbanites
lancan heal the sick and
-in which everyone is
open doors at work
guishing in cubicle
- for a small price,
jobs looking for a
guaranteed a gleaming
of course. The deeper
way - or a heavenly
house, a perfect wife,
hand- to get themspiritual concerns are
and ·a Iife on Easy
selves
higher up
glossed over; surely
the
ladder.
Osteen's
you'll overcome adStreet - co ll id ing with
about as threatening
versity once you have
faith until the two are
as a golden retriever,
that new car! Bible
verses are kept to a
inseparable.
' ' and his message apminimum on most of - - - - - - - - - - - - peals to those who
like their God simple,
the programs, save for
a few choice easily memorable "booster" smiling, and filled with gifts for his favorverses. It's Jesus for Dummies.
ite kids. This kind of God is Santa Claus,
What then for those who do not see only without the red suit and reindeer.
immediate results frorri 'their investment?
This isn't just a Christianity-exclusive
Has God abandoned them? It's rather hard problem. Self-help books are the #1 sellers
to gauge one's status with the Almighty, in most book stores. Titles like "Your Best
a point that leaves an infinite amount of Life Today!" or "Turn Yourself Around
leeway for prosperity-gospel preachers. Now" indicate a culture obsessed with

The Potter's House in Irving, pastored byT.D.Jakes
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immediate results. The prosperity gospel
is honestly just a culmination of the deluded form of the ''American Dream''- in
which everyone is guaranteed a gleaming
house, a perfect wife, and a life on Easy
Street- colliding with faith until the two
are inseparable. Everyone is looking for
their nine steps, their sure bet, their easy
way out. In a way, it's ironic that a society crying out for purpose would take one
of the very things that could give them
something concrete and change it into a
hollow self-help program. A religion interchangeable with a late-night infomercial guaranteeing "quick money fast!" is no
religion at all. It's a farce.
Am I advocating that all believers burn
their earthly belongings and live in a giant commune? No, though that would be
amusing. What I am advocating is that
people stop and take a look at a phenomenon that is not merely "on those crazy
religious channels" anymore. No matter if
you believe in the religion or not, Christianity should not be a handout system
with a bearded guy as the logo. The death
of thought, of study, and genuine spiritual
connection is a .tragedy no matter what
the name of the faith. I may not attend my
church back home as much as I used to,
but I take assurance in the fact when I get
there I won't be guaranteed a new car or a
new job for my giving. I'll get an offering
plate and a choice. What happens there
is between God
and me - and has
nothing to do with
the Cadillac dealership just down
the road. •
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_Working towards Working
Saudi Arabian women struggle to achieve rights granted within Islam
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by omer jamal
omer.jamal@student.ntdallas.edu

The issue of women's rights in the
Islamic world is a highly controversial
topic. It is generally agreed that the rights
granted to women in the ~ran and by
the Prophet (peace be upon him) were
vastly better for women than before the
advent of Islam in Arabia. But after the
Prophet's (p.b.u.h.) death, the conditions
of women in the Islamic world declined.
Although the Persian, Ottoman, and
Mughal empires granted Muslim women
their rights again, they were quickly lost.
It was not until the 20th century that
women's issues surged again, not only in
the Islamic world but also in the Western
democracies.
Although the whole world was
experiencing a feminism movement,
the issues concerning Muslim women
and the women of the West were
very different. Muslim women were
developing a distinct Islamic feminism.
"Muslim women don't want more
rights, we just don't want them to be
violated," said spokesperson of the
Muslim Women's League, Latiffa
Sherian. Muslim nations such as Pakistan
and Indonesia do protect women's rights,
but countries like Egypt do not.
Muslim
women
are
primarily
concerned for the rights that are given in
the ~ran. "The rights that concern us
are not about the veil, voting, or lack of
education but the issue of employment,"
declared the Muslim Women's League.
A Muslim woman's right to work is
not only an issue between her and the
government but also with her spouse.
Since the government is made up of
men, it is only through their husbands
that women can make a difference.

S.audi women, primarily mothers and
wives, need to come to terms with their
husbands to satisfy both sides .
Women in Saudi Arabia are living
contradictions to the foreign eye. When
we see them, they are completely covered
in black from head to toe. When they
shop or travel outside their homes they
are accompanied by a male relative who
serves as a watchdog. They walk a few
feet behind their husbands in public.
They are not allowed to touch or talk to
other men.
To most Westerners, particularly to
Americans, it seems that they are being
suppressed, but they insist they are not;
all they want is the right to work. In the
United States, a Saudi woman's condition
would be oppressive, but for them it is
not; it is simply part of their culture.
Saudi women are no different from
other women around the world-they
attend school, take classes in history,
math, science, and learn almost
everything about life. "But," asked
Zeenat Amman of the Daily Jung, "what
is the use of attending school wheri the
knowledge is not utilized or used? Why
should a woman sit around the home
and not make use of her brain?"
While there are many violations
of Saudi women's rights, the one that
concerns them the most is the issue of
employment.
"It is not haram [a sin] for a woman
to work, so why is the Saudi government
preventing us to? The Prophet's (p.b.u.h.)
wife managed her own dealings, she
ran her own errands, headed her own
business, and never had her husband
interfere," said Seem a Ali. "If Saudi men
want to use the Prophet's teachings as a
basis to prevent women from working
they cannot, because they contradict
him ."
The Saudi government is headed by
a patriarch who uses Sharia, which is
Islamic law, to make up a majority of the
laws in the country. While Saudi Arabia
claims they are a true Islamic state, critics
of other countries refute the claim. A

Saudi women aren't looking for the right to wear bikinis in public - they want to go to work.

Pakistani senator, Ali Haider, criticized
the country, said it was a "fabricated
nation with Islamic laws made up by
an undemocratic ruler in order to gain
wealth."
This is a . claim repeated by many of
American Muslim critics, including
the Lahore Ahmadiyya Movement.
Emphasizing the peaceful, tolerant, and
inspiring side of Islam, the Movement
states that "there is practically no

evidence on the face of the earth that
Islam prohibits women from working."
Saudi Arabian women are not trying to
push for employment rights to ch allenge
men in the political scene. N or are they
trying to be what Ali called the "ultra
feminists of America." They state they
are "physically and mentally different
and that [they] were created equally but
with different qualities."There are jobs in
the workplace that need women, states
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One place women can work is selling lingerie. A new Saudi law makes women employees manditory at such places. With luck, this may lead to new working privileges for women in Saudi
Arabia, perhaps even the abolishment of the laws that make it a crime for them to drive.

Muslim woman learns technical skills necessary to gain employment

the President of the Muslin'-t Women's of the past, such a.s Descartes, "that in
League, Tallat Yasmin.
order to create a good home, a mother
Pregnant mothers have to give birth must be present to take care of their
_with the assistance of nonprofessional children." A Saudi medical doctor,
midwives. As a result, the infant morality Mustafa Haqiq, said that he does not
rates in Saudi Arabia are the highest in mind the idea of women working, but
the world, 49.59 percent, as recorded in he does mind the idea of "no one being
the CIA World Factbook. Saudi women present to take care of his children and
could greatly benefit from female household."
Many Muslim religious scholars and
gynecologists and doctors:
Saudi women also want to work so American politicians have admitted that
they can create a structure that branches a mother or a female figure is vital for
out to other women who need help lf1 a valued family, home, and community.
ordinary things. "Just like other women, One Saudi husband questioned, "Who
we want to help the members of our race; will feed my children after school, teach
we need to look out after them," said one . them Islamic values, good morals, and
harsh critic of the Saudi government, raise them, when I am at work? I can
only think of one person; and that should
Princess Basma, niece to Saudi's king.
Although the male population be their mother, and no one else."
acknowledges that women have been
Many Saudi fathers fear that their
granted the right to work in Islam, they homes will become "havens" filled with
mostly see it as a suggestion and not a "sinners like American children" if both
rule. The minister of domestic affairs parents are out at work and spend less
asked, "Why should we let women work time at home.
when there is no shortage in labor or
According to Awad, some people,
widespread poverty?"
such as one concerned father she spoke
While it is true that the GDP per to, worry about the "greater risk, the
family in Saudi Arabia is above the world threat of harassment in the work place
average, Nazira Awad, a professor at like in the United States."
Oxford University, disagrees that relative
He continued, "I don't want my
prosperity is a reason to discourage daughter or wife to be treated like a sex
women from working. She claims that object by some man. The government has
the laws created "against women" are reason from Sharia that it does not allow
a symbol of "Western socio-political the willful intermixing of both genders
defiance."
due to violation of the law."
The most influential concern· for men
Prince Saud Talawal, the minister
not letting women to work is to preserve and advisor of Infrastructure, explained
the values of family and society. It is that Islam was created to "protect both
quoted by many of the great philosophers genders from each other; we don't want

men . to be judged by women and vice
versa."
Coming to an agreement seems easy
on paper, but it would take a huge leap of
faith to make the dream a reality.
Every Saudi must agree that . if
they use Islam as foundation for their
decisions, then the government's law is
filled with "blatant hypocrisy." The Saudi
women who -advocate women's rights are
not trying to challenge men in order to
become breadwinners in the family. As
one woman said, "We recognize that
lack of money is not the problem or
becoming heads of families, so what is
the big deal if some more income comes
into our homes.?"
A middle ground also exists for both
men and women who put family first.
Just because ,women work doesn't mean
they will be working the same hours as
their husbands. There always exists the
potential of scheduling the mother's
work hours around the children, just
like during the noir- fifties period in
America.
A housewife and mother can still keep
her traditional job because these Saudi
women are not pursuing careers like
engineers, architects or politicians; they
want jobs that look after other women.
They want careers that encompass their
lifestyle like sewing, healthcare for other
women, and teaching positions.
Saida Begum stated her view openly
in public. "It's not like We are throwing
our veils off like the feminists in Cairo
and pulling on pants and assuming our
husband's role. We still want to be the

7

mothers and sisters just as during our
Prophet's (p.b.u .h.) time."
The issue about women being harassed
in the workplace is a costly one, because
in order to solve it the government would

( ( [Prince Saud Talawal]
explained that Islam was created
to ''protect both genders from
each other; we don't want men
to be judged by women and
vice versa.''

''

have to build sectors in the workplace
that can fit women. Universities and
businesses will have to be built to let
women work and to keep both genders
separate in the public as mandated by law.
However, the income of 7 million Saudi
women would be enough to pay the costs
and would start better economic growth
for the already rich country much as it
did in post World War Two America.
If Saudi Arabian women are not
granted the right to work now, it will
eventually happen just as it has in other
Islamic nations. A revolution in many
forms is coming to Saudi Arabia. Every
Arabic nation appears to have the fate of
democracy. If swift changes were made in
Saudi Arabia, they would be considered
an ideal experiment for the sociological
and psychological areas in Islamic
women's rights. The only question is
when the dam will finally break. •
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Meet the Mormons
Clearing the air about America's most misunderstood religion

by ben dower
Kaiscr.Bcnjamin@gmail.com

"Yeah, I got interested in the Mormons
for a while," quipped the comedian, "but I
they lost me about the time Joseph Smith
and Chewbacca flew the Millennium
Falcon to Utah."
When Comedy Against Evil came
through last fall semester, this joke filled
the Conference Center with the laughter
of UTD students, myself included.
The comedian then promptly turned
his attention to bad drivers, but I kept
thinking about that brief moment. Of all
the major religions out there, Mormonism
might be the most misunderstood. Behind
the jokes and unfounded supposition lies a
deep reservoir of ignorance.
I used to be a Mormon myself, and
although I am no longer a member, every
time I hear a friend or eve~ a stranger say
something like "The Mormons. .. aren't
they the ones who inherit a planet after
they die?" I can't help but wince. I no
longer prescribe to Mormon beliefs but
have nothing but fondness for the religion
as a whole. Thus, I feel like I'm in a unique
position to set the record straight.

ORIGINS AND HISTORY
I suppose the first big misconception
is the name. Technically speaking,
"Mormonism" and "Mormon" are both
misnomers. The real name of the religion
is the Church of]esus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Despite the occasional organized
attempt, the church has been unable to
shake off their historic nickname.
As many people know- either through
their own encounters or, more likely,
through a certain memorable South Park
episode- Mormonism was founded by
Joseph Smith in the 1820s. At the age of
14, Smith received a vision in which two

Book of Mormon depiction of the newly resurrected Christ appearing before the Nephites in the New World.
heavenly "Personages," the Almighty Lord
and His Son, told him not to join any of
the existing religions but rather to "restore"
the true church of Christ on Earth.
During the · next ten years, Joseph
Smith continued to receive council from
heavenly messengers, who told him of
another holy book, the Book of Mormon,
which contained a record of the former
inhabitants of the American continent.
Engraved on plates of gold and hidden
for over a thousand years, the text was
eventually translated by Smith with the
help of his friends Oliver Cowdery and
Martin Harris. There is a massive amount
of controversy surrounding the authorship
and origin of the Book of Mormon,
precisely because it is such an important
part of Latter-day Saint beliefs. Suffice
to say, just as in any religion, ultimately
Mormon belief stems from faith.
In 1830, Smith founded the Church

with himself as the Prophet receiving
direct revelation from the Lord. The
organization of the Church, continuing on
this theme of restoration, modeled that of
Christ's in the New Testament with twelve
apostles directly beneath the Prophet. As
the Church grew and Smith attempted
to create a community from his group
of believers, the Mormons experienced
increasing levels of persecution. Forced to
flee time after time, they moved farther
west. They received a great blow when
Joseph Smith was imprisoned -primarily
on false charges - and martyred by an
angry mob while still behind prison bars.
Mter his death, Brigham Young, the
senior-most apostle at the time, became
the new Prophet and led his people to
Utah. The story of their early persecution
and the great sacrifice of the pioneers is
a central part of Mormon culture and are
often referenced during Church talks.

BASIC BELIEFS
Mormon beliefs are both very different
from mainstream Christianity and
surprisingly similar. The Latter-day Saints
hold that the Bible is sacred and that Jesus
is the Son of God who sacrificed his life in
order to atone for humanity's sins. In this
sense, they are a Christian sect just like
Lutherans or Catholics. However, there
are some key differences.
For most Christians, the Bible was
established as a complete work during the
fourth and fifth centuries at the meetings
in Nicea and Chalcedon. Although there
have been numerous translations since
that time, there have been no additions
to canon scripture in the centuries since.
Latter-day Saints believe the Bible alone
is incomplete and that it was meant to be
taught in conjunction with three other
holy scriptures. The most famous of these,
the Book of Mormon, tells the story
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of an Israeli family that fled Jerusalem
approximately 600 B.C. after receiving a
vision from God foretelling the eventual
destruction oflsrael and the coming of the
Messiah.
Eventually settling in the New
World, they founded a civilization and
underwent many trials, wars, famines, and
numerous prophesies about the coming
of the Messiah. Christ Himself visits "the
Nephites after the Resurrection to deliver
His message, leading to nearly six hundred
years of peace and prosperity. However, at
the end of the book (or record, depending
on what you believe), the entire civilization
is destroyed due to a series of terrible wars
and the wickedness of the people.
CREATION AND THE AFTERLIFE
According to the Latter-day Saints,
before human beings are born, their spirits
exist in a premortal existence. In this state,
they interact with other human spirits,
along with the Heavenly Father. Before
Adam was created, God presented His
Plan of Salvation, which revolved around
the spirits gaining a mortal body on earth
and enduring hardships so that they might
improve themselves and continue on
toward eternal life. Christ, the Firstborn
Son of the Father, volunteered to play his
part in this plan by coming to earth and
sacrificing himself to atone for the sins
that his fellow spirits would undoubtedl:r,
incur.
Lucifer, on the other hand, offered
an alternative plan in which he would
come to earth and force of all mankind
to be perfectly obedient and thus sinless.
However, this plan was rejected because it
deprived man of his free agency, or free
will, and because Lucifer sought only his
own glory. Thus, he became Satan and he
and his followers were cast out, much like
in mainstream Christianity.
Upon leaving the spirit world, every soul
receives a body and experiences mortality.
In the process, they lose all memory of the
preexistence, giving them a chance to start
anew. Without all the physical sensations,
wants, and pains associated with having a
body, the human spirit could not progress.
Mter casting off their mortal coil
the soul enters the spirit world again.
There they are divided among those who
embniced the gospel and those who either
rejected it in life or did not encounter
- it. However, those who did not receive
an understanding during life are taught
and have the opportunity to accept it
before they are judged and sorted.
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was., a1,maj<?r ;
.tension betwee~~tlie
'
andf\rtiei~
'in the early'7y~1ir1;
ana ·~ stirred up majs>r oppositi~J to Utah~s jour~~Y towru:ds statehood. In 1890, the
Prophet of the time, Wilford
Woodruff, renounced polygamY,tand-forbid members ·of the
c~~~~~ ''from taking mul~ple
1
4
·'" vyi~f~:!rofi,1 that poinf ~nwatd.
... \Y!Pli!' some splinter . gro;ups
. sti~~:pfactice polygamy today,
r the;i;; mainstream church has
"'·expressly forbid taking mul.
' Despite con.::··
Ht-.H'liiifV<;i'f't"P'frlri'f<: by tne
Joseph Smith sees two heavenly Personages ...
Celestial or Terrestrial Kingdoms.
It is this belief in baptism for the
dead that sparks the Mormon genealogy
research as members attempt to trace out
their ancestors in order for this important
ritual to be done. The Mormon tenacity in
this regard has sparked great controversy
when Latter-day Saints have baptized
figures ranging from Hitler (baptized in
1993) to Jewish holocaust victims.
Another important idea is the eternal
family. If married by the authority of the
priesthood, Mormons believe that the
bond extends beyond death. Mter both
members of the couple have passed on,
their partnership will continue in the
afterlife. Children are "sealed" to their
parents, thus including them in this
PRACTICES AND LIFESTYLE
There are many other practices and . eternal family unit. Eternal marriage,
beliefs that make Mormons relatively sealing, baptism for the dead, and other
unique among Christian sects. Among important rites are performed in a special
these is baptism for the dead. In this ritual, site called a Temple, a sacred place which
a member of the faith is baptized through is different from the meetinghouse where
full emersion on behalf of someone who church services are conducted.
has already died. That person waiting in the
Mormons are also forbidden from
spirit world can choose whether or not to drinking . coffee or alcohol, from
accept this baptism on their behalf but it is participating in sexual acts before marriage,
a necessary step before they can enter the from seeing R-rated movies, from working

The Mormon afterlife consists of four
layers rather than just simply heaven and
hell. Those who live righteously and were
baptized dwell in the Celestial Kingdom
where they can live With Jesus Christ and
the Heavenly Father. Those who reject the
gospel and later accept it in the spirit world
or 'those who received a testimony but
were not valiant are put in the Terrestrial
Kingdom. Those people that never
accepted the gospel or never repented are
placed in the Telestial Kingdom. Finally,
people who had testimonies of the gospel
and actively chose to reject righteous
living go to Outer Darkness where they
will dwell with Satan.

on Sunday (although exceptions are made
for eventuating circumstances), and are
highly encouraged to dress modestly at
all times. Male ·members are expected to
serve a two-year mission at some point
during their lives, usually at the age of
nineteen. Women can go on a mission as
early as twenty-one, although this is pot as
standardized as with men. ·
Well, I hope this brief exploration
of the Church of Latter-day Saints of
Jesus Christ has cleared up a few of the
misconceptions. I'm not sure why there
are such strong anti-Mormon sentiments
among the populace, but I would encourage
those people to rethink their prejudices.
The Mormons are a wonderful people
and although we might find their beliefs a
little bit ... odd at times, much ofit depends
on cultural background. Personally, I've
always felt the story of Noah's Ark was a
lot more bizarre than golden tablets. •
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C'moh~ babY~ do the Locomotion
Getting Texas mass transit back on the right track
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by robert northrup
northrupr@gmail.com
Yours truly is a master of Railroad
Tycoon III and a lifelong train nerd. At
Cistercian Prep, I'd run away from the
lights, smells and noise of the footaall
game on Friday nights when I heard that
sacred rumble of a freight coming across
Jim Miller Memorial Bridge. I inherited
my father's Lionel Trains set and had my
own Brio train set. I rode on the Muir
Woods Steam Line with my grandmother
and also had miniature trains. As such,
I am self-proclaimed train expert.
Since the advent of highways and
automobiles,
trains
have
become
unprofitable in the United States. Amtrak
is not cost-effective except on some very
dense eastern corridors. Where they
still exist- Japan and Europe - they run
on high-density corridors linking cities
with good mass-transportation systems.
There is currently a proposed

Trans-Texas Transportation Corridor,
consisting of pipes, toll ways for cars
and freight trucks, freight railway, and
high-speed passenger trains. Recently,
there was a meeting at Grauwyler
Park in Dallas to discuss the matter.
Texas cities are improving their mass
transit systems, but we are still a driving
cu).ture. The proposed corridor is eventually
supposed to go between Mexico and
_ Canada which makes sense for. freig~t.
.Still, tlit:re is not much passenger traffic
on this _north-south corridor · except
between Dallas, Austin ·and Sal). Antonio.
I have an idea that could be the one
sensible chance for passenger trains in'(exas.
If we're to seriously consider making a
passenger rail, we should have an automobile
train. There is a popular car-carrying line
between D.C. and Florida. But unlike that
line, which is an overnight p~ssenger train
with cars parked aboard by employees,
we could have a high-speed auto train
with tne option of remaining in one's car.
While iri statiori, one · drives frorn a
platform, similar to driving onto a ferry,
Transportation
onto two-leveled auto car. The train cars
Corridor
would . connect with removable bridges
(like a castle br!dge over a- moat) and
The proposed Trans-Texas Transportation Corridor would link cities in Texas via pipes, rail, and
then retract before taking off. There'd be
toll ways, ·making mass _transit a viable ~ption for manr. Texans. Image by Micheal Donaldson.
an empty car at the front. with cleared
sides so you -could drive forward ~o it for our trucks and Cadillacs. It would be
and then drive · right off at an angle. far less likely to d~ rail, could go faster.
The cUrrent train gauge (space between In addition, no one would worry they
the rails) we have separates them 4'8" · were going to top over arou_nd curves.
apart. This standard gauge was decided in The argument against broad gauge may
Great Britain in 1845 by act of Parliament. · be, 'what if we have a grand national highThere _was a competit~on with another speed passenger network~' My response .
gauge, the Great \:Ves_tern Railway's would be to ask how such a network could
bread -g~uge. Broad gauge is 7' 1/4" wide, compete with_air travel unless backed by
and was used throughout the South until billions in t~ money and remind them ·
the American Civil War. In the British of the problems of density. The trend in
competition between standard and broad, America at present is to move further and
broad gauge won out. It was shown to be further out of cities, suburbs and exurbs.
more stable and capable of carrying larger, Dallas has. a booming downtown, . but
wider loads faster. But more 4'8" standard unless-most American cities become more
gauge existed, so in time the Great like the Northeast, and we have a few
Western was 'fo¥:ed to change. The south hundr~d, rriore million ·souls, we'll never
re-gauged during the Reconstruction. see a demand for. passenger rail that would
I suggest broad gauge becausbt would justify_ a •· high-speed exclusive passenger
be more stable for an auto train. Instead train. If you are interested in this idea, write
of teetering above narrowed wheels, the TxDOTsupportihgtheideaofanautotrain
Photo by Th<imas Hawk
large train cars would have a stable base at http://\vww.keeptexasmoving.com/. II
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by jordan youngblood
jordan.youngblood@student.utdallas.edu

Return to Cookie Mountain
(lnterscope; September 12)

Chad VanGaalen -

Skelliconection
(Sub Pop;August 29)

Grizzly Bear -

Yellow House
(Warp Records;August 22)
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1his month, it's televisions, Canqdians, and bears. And they're all really good.

One of the worst record names of the year
shouldn't dissuade you from buying one of the
best albums of the year. New York natives TV
on the Radio have distilled their ample talents
into one full-length album that has no distinct
dips in quality - no mean feat considering
they had moved to major-label Interscope after having relatively free reign at independent
label Touch and Go. If anything, they're more
exP-erimental than ever.
Lead track "I Was A Lover" takes outdated drums, a warped horn sample, and
some gorgeous harmonizing into a surreal trip

Vancouver native Chad VanGaalen came
out with a sprawling, eclectic first record in
2004 called In.ftniheart that built enough
buzz to get him signed to Sub Pop. Here he
follows up with a strong second album that,
while not the utter out-of-nowhere blast
that Injiniheart was, showcases a few more
sides to a songwriter that seems to delight
in trying everything.
He's grown vocally, with the gorgeous
"Sing Me to Sleep" showcasing a lower register he seemed afraid of on the first album
over finger-picked guitars and a plaintive
flute at the end of the song. "Graveyard" and ·

Grizzly Bear come out of the "freak folk''
movement that generally includes Animal
Collective, Akron/Family, Devendra Banhart and others. However, they tend to focus more on Beach Boys-style harmonies
and dreamlike orchestration, often sounding like 60s songs under an {even more)
slowed-down haze. Their low-budget first
album, Horn of Plenty, often sounded like
it was being recorded underwater and appeared to be the soundtrack to a pleasant,
enjoyable acid trip.
On Yellow House, however, the band has
some money at their disposal, courtesy of

through the current social climate; "it's been
a while since we knew the way and it's been
even longer since our plastic priest class had
a goddamned thing to say," croon lead singers
Tunde Adebimpe and Kyp Malone. "Province"
has David Bowie giving back-up vocals to a

song not too far removed from his Brian Eno
work in the 1970s, "Dirtywhirl" puts sleigh
bells and yelped vocals over lyrics _about being
"caught up in the flesh of a girl," and "Wolf
Like Me" sprints off with fuzzed-out guitars, a
loping beat and an admittance that "my heart's
aflame, my body's strained, but God I like it."
Adebimpe is probably the best lyricist
working on this side ofthe Atlantic, and his
band has finally caught up with his writing
abilities. The potential shown on Young Liars
and Desperate Youth, Blood Thirsty Babes has .
bloomed. Highly recommended.

"Mini TVs" both owe a heavy debt to Neil
Young, but are distinctive enough to stand
on their own merits; "Rolling Thunder"
distorts his vocals over a twanging acoustic
and wordless cooing. "Red Hot Drops" is
like a Postal Service track with a bit more

muscle and a lot less Ben Gibbard (which
is always a good thing).
"Flower Gardens" is the showstopper
here though, a two-minute all out guitar
attack that cranks everything up to 10 and
lets VanGaalen stutter about"p-p-p-p-p-pp-p-PIPES!"like a real rock'n'roll vocalist.
Overall, the album's another strong effort from a guy who should have a lot more
recognition than he does. You may have
to do some online digging for it, but the
songs prove themselves worthy of the effort. If you can get In.ftniheart as well, be
sure to pick it up.

Warp Records. Thus, they clean up the
production a little bit and push the songwriting to the forefront, with discernable.
melodies and (sorta) discernable vocals. The
arrangements are absolutely gorgeous this
time around, with "Easier" literally drift-

ing in on a flute, horn and piano intro until
the main melody tumbles in and the band
starts trading background vocals. Banjo,
guitar, and strings eventually wander into
the song as well; tracks like "Little Brother"
and "Plans" expand the repertoire to whistling, toms, and what appears to be hitting
a plastic Tupperware container lid.
"On a Neck, On a Spit" is the centerpiece, building from a mid-tempo opening
to a thundering end not too far removed
from Animal Collective at their zaniest.
Listen to this record at night, just before
bed; you'll find it fits perfectly.
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DARTin' Around Mockingbird
How to have a 'wow'jirst date at Mockingbird Station
and speed down to Mockingbird Station
(our first stop this year) in this bright
yellow electric eel of public transportation.
Ride the escalator up and you will be
exhilarated to find a panoply of amazing
adventures awaiting you.

by natalia zuniga
and melinda arbuckle
amodestproposal@gmail.com

As UTDers reluctantly sleep their
way into a new school year, students
are confronted with striking a balance
between maintaining GPA and actually
maintaining a life. The solution? Why
not try the DART one night? So grab
yourself and your date a couple of seats on
everyone's favorite automated rail transit
system, because, as the Beach Boys said,
"it wouldn't be right to leave your best girl
(or guy) home on a Saturday night." Or a
Friday. Or even a Sunday
Kiss Galatyn Parkway Station goodbye

Step I: Feeding
•Trinity Hall (Irish pub)
If your date is into sports or you just
love the pub atmosphere, this is a good
place to go. Trinity Hall is equipped with
TVs, a projector for sports-watching and
a live music set-up for entertainment in
general. The menu features Irish classics
such as Shepherd's Pie, Corned beef and
Cabbage or the local special Mockingbird
Sundae: not made of . ice cream but
consisting of a baked potato with chicken,
lamb or veggies. On Sundays, they offer a
steak dinner for two for $31.50 (including
tax). The average meal will cost you around
$8-$18, but the portions are large and the
food is rich and filling.

• Reikyu (sushi and Japanese)
Sushi and a movie sounds rather
dashing, don't you think? Reikyu is a very
clean, bright, spacious and quiet sort of
place that makes for a good intimate dining
experience. Their entrees are in the $14$24.50 range, their sushi in the $4.50-$8
and their sashimi will set you back around
$11-$14. What's nice about this place is
that they have a good variety of vegetarian
sushi, which most sushi places don't offer.
If your date is vegetarian, they'll be glad to
be here. They offer a variety of coc.ktails,
featuring in particular an interesting Long
Island Iced Tea spin-off called The Green
Tea, made with midori, sake and rum.
• Margarita Ranch (Mexican)
As far as these 'semi-upscale Mexican'
restaurants go, this one has by far the best
lunch deals. Comparable to Mi Cocina or
Abuelo's, this restaurant beats their prices
featuring $6.7 4 lunch specials, lunch
fajitas for $10 and a variety of quesadillas
such as spinach/mushroom, shrimp or the
..11sual chicken for fairly reasonable prices
too. Their regular dinner prices vary from
$7-$21, but they have a great selection.
Their specialty (as the name might give
away) is the margarita. You can build your
own from a selection of nearly 40 different
brands and types of tequila. Atmosphere is
lively, making it a great place for a 'fancy'
yet relaxed lunch date. You could wear
your DOCKERS!
Mockingbird Station also offers a Cafe
Express, which is a restaurant your mom
would love. It's a Panera or Corner Bakery
sort of place, with soups, salads and the
like. 100% mom-date approved. Don't
be lame and take your date to Rockfish.
There's one right by school and they're not
all that special.

Step 1: Entertainment

The DART stop at Mockingbird Station, located right next to the Angelika Film Center.

The Angelika Film Center is a great
place to watch movies; they have the best
student ticket price in town. With your
student ID, you get $5.50 tickets and a

free large popcorn on Tuesday. The center
shows independent movies you won't find
at your local cinemaplex, and it has a cafe
in the downstairs lobby that offers coffee,
wine and beer. Every Monday at 7:30 pro
in that downstairs lobby area, the Angelika
holds a weekly discussion group about
everything relating to film in general,
featuring the staff and Shawn Mahan.
If you find shopping entertainin~
Mockingbird Station is home to an Urban
Outfitters, a Gap, a Bath and Body Works,
an American Apparel and a bunch of little
boutiques. They're also opening a modern
furniture store called West End where the
Virgin Megastore used to be (rest in peace,
overpriced CDs).

Step 3: Dessert/Wooing
• Gelato Paradiso
Here you can sit outdoors and spoon
your favorite gelato flavor - which could
lead to spooning in general. The guy wt
spoke to recommende<;l the Peanut Butter
Chocolate and the Straciatella varietie
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They also serve pizza during lunchtime,
and make various liquor-based ice cream
deserts.
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The fancy name makes it taste just that·'
much better (and cost that much more).

Step 4: Bring her home (willingly)
• Cold Stone Creamery
It's just your basic ice cream place. But
If you somehow manage to cross
it is located right next to Victoria's Secret. Mockingbird Lane without getting run
Who knows man, who knows?
.over1 rent ~ video at Premier Video. She
will think you are cultured ... and stuff..
•Starbucks
They have absolutely every film you
By far the most crowded place any night have ever seen, thought of seeing, or will
of the week, Starbucks has also ·made its think of seeing in your dreams and/or
way onto Mockingbird Station.
reality. If they don't have it, the owner will
personally hunt it down, intimidate it,
• Angelika Cafe
name the price and order it for you. They
Here's another good place to grab a usually even have foreign independent
postprandial cup of coffee and a coo~e films before they hit theaters in the US,
of sorts. Maybe even a biscotti, which is and will lend you ·an international DVD ·
really just the Italian plural for cookies. player for free. •

Little Miss Sfioulda Been
New movie squanders vast potentialfor something stereotypical

by natalia zuniga
amodestproposal@gmail.com

I had been watching TV spots for this
movie since sumrp.er was just a baby and
was looking forward to watching this
'comedy' since those spots first informed
me of what a heartwarming experienc~
it would be. Ladies and gentlemen, I was
FOOLED. A la Me You and Everyone
~ Know, Little Miss Sunshine is a rather
compelling yet heavily depressing movie,
asuperficial companion of this new brand
of"depression comedy!" Are we really supposed to like being confronted w!_th 'the
uniqueness of each human being as represented by shallow character development'?
I don't get it.
The plot is fairly simple. A llttle girl
happens to make the finals of a beauty pageant after the first-place winner drops .out.

The problem is that the competition is 800
miles away, and her family happens to be
made up entirely of dysfunctional misfits a
few minutes away from killing each other
- or, in one case, killing themsel£ Hijinks
ensue, and thus, a movie is born.
The acting was good, the premise is
iiliight... but jeez. Decide whether it'll
make you squirm or giggle or leave feeling
slightly worse about mankind before you
shoot a movie! It seems like a weak copy
of the work of director Matthew Barney,
who in his Cremaster series takes this basic
"depressed world" format and turns it into
something distinctive and visually arresting. The issues the movie raised were also
. so hackneyed that they're not even worth
mentioning in this short blurb.
I mean, I still enjoyed the movie to some
degree. The one thing· that saves the shallow shell-of-a-person characters is the interaction the family has with the little girl.
I suppose that would be where the "heartwarming" part comes in. Although every
single dream of every single family member is pretty much devastated during the
road trip to California, the only thing that
makes this group (and plot) go on.moving

is the unselfish love that they have for this
girl. Hers was the only character that was
well-rounded enough to actually seem like
a no.:mal person, if you assume that kids
lack insecurity and/or sense of embarrassment or perception of their surroundings. I
take that back: no insecurity unless you're
specifically talking about a hasty throw-in
about how beauty pageants might make
girls develop budding food, image or selfesteem problems. _Thanks for that golden
nugget, directorial pair Jonathan Dayton
and Valerie Faris.
Maybe I'd have appreciated the movie
more if the characters couldn't be completely defined by a single short phrase,
such as "the suicidal gay uncle who learns
from his nephew,""the loser father.who is
insecure and bankrupt but comes to realize
that at least he has a family," ,"the neurotic
can't-quit-smoking. mother who loves her
children," and "the Nietzsche-loving angsty emo son who is still just a kid and loves
his little sister." Maybe if the characters
changed even a little bit over the duration
of the film beyond the obvious character
arc they will follow, this movie could be
more in the upper echelons of indepen-

dent comedy that it so desperately aspires
to reach.
:
I think it was unfair of them to make us
think that just because of good photography direction at?-d soundtrack choices they
could make the plot better than any ofthe
good old slapstick comedies that America
has always loved. At its heart, Little Miss
Sunshine failed at everything except for
making another dysfunctional family comedy with a bit more of a depressive aftertaste that I suppose makes it "artistic". •
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Taking the "paper" out ofthe funny papers

by ben dower
and luke mckenzie
•modestproposal@lgm.U.com

Have you grown tired of comic
The Internet has brought edgy.
tantalizing and thoughtful comics
strips? Do you find them increasingly
bland, unengaging and not worth your to a worldwide audience. On the
Web, free from the constraints of
time? Don't give up yet- just put
down the newspaper! These days, with traditional syndicates, cartoonists
·can positively banish the boundaries
the explosion of webcomics, chances
are you can do much better than a cat of their trade. They can experiment
who loves lasagna and hates Mondays. with humor and subject matter that

Pretty r1er dy,

triend 1

my

newspapers would never print.
Perhaps most importantly. the
ubiquity of the Internet means that
every comic, no matter how small its
niche, can find an audience. With that
in mind, we present a handful of our
favorites. We hope you'll enjoy them
as much as we do.

PlayerVs. Player
by Scott Kurtz PvPonline.com

\

~

You want a strip with some seri-

~ ous characterization and yideogamc

-<

From "PVP,'' December 20, 2005. Image courtesy Scott Kurtz.

humor even non-garners can~enjoy? Check
out Player Vs. ,Player, made in our very own
backyard in Dallas. Robustly drawn and highly
stylized, PVP explores the relationships between a gaming magazine's employees and
their friends, real and imaginary. PVP is also
printed as a comic book- and Mr. Kurtz just
snagged an Eisner, the highest award in the
comic industry, for Best Digital Comic at this
year's San Diego Comic Convention. -LM

Dinosaur Comics
by Ryan North
DinosaurComics.com
At first glance, thls creation of Ryan
North seems uninspired: each strip's artwork
(of a pixelated T. rtx having conversations
and stomping on things) is always tht samt.
Upon closer inspection, though, it's an excellent
strip that merely defies the convention that a
strip's artwork need ever change.
The genius of Dinosaur Comics is in the
writing: obfuscated, overwritten, and oversaturated with irony. T - Rex and his friends
discuss the nature of his stomping things,
time travel, pop culture, relationships, ahd
how to deal with a Satan obsessed with
video games. -LM
From "Dinosaur Comics," September 4, 2003.
Image courtesy Ryan North.

CoMPuTATIONAL

LINGUI STtCS

"XKCD," #114. Image courtesy Randall Munroe.

by Randall Munroe xkcd.com

A

Fecund minds need an outlet, and that's certainly what Randall Munroe's webcomic XKCD seems to be. With several entries scanned from
his sketchbooks, the strip eschews professionalism for honesty. XKCD
is a refreshing foray into a world ruled by love, irony, and mathematics.
Like several of his colleagues, Mr. Munroe is not afraid. to let a few colorful words fly- nor to bare emotions clearly close to his heart. -LM
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Scary Go Round
by John Allison

ScaryGoRound.com

~

Captivating characters, whimsical writing, and breathtaking artwork done
~ alternately in vector and in ink, each and every weekday- what more could one
ask for in a webcomic? Add in a bit of 1970s Technicolor flair and loads of British culture,
and you've got the inimitable Scary Go Round by John Allison of Manchester, UK.
If you value incredibly humorously overwrought dialogue ("Peace is the new
hitting people with wooden spoons!"), you'll want to crawl into bed with your laptop
and a cuppa tea, ready to consume this delectable delight from beginning to end. -LM

YOV CAN'T QE

A BEA~.

Perry Bible Fellowship
by Nicholas Gurewitch

PBFcomics.com

You probably wouldn't share this with Grandma. Going well beyond ~
the irony of personal misfortune, PBF is schadenfreude, illustrated. .JIIII""""'
Nicholas Gurewitch's well-crafted artwork often features white-skinned,
scantily characterized protagonists to impersonalize their inevitable mishaps.
The often edgy, violent and sexual content makes PBF an unlikely choice
for newspaper syndication; yet we all flock to it, like a guilty pleasure, to have
a well-earned laugh at this exquisite, tragic comedy of errors. -LM
From "Perry Bible Fellowship" ("Bear Boy"). Image courtesy N1cholas Gurew1tch.

Bola!

Spamusement
by Steven Frank Spamusement.com
~

"When life gives you lemons," the saying goes, "make lemonade."

~ For Steven Frank, this is a sure-fire recipe for humor: take one of the
modern world's most common inconveniences- spam email- and turn it
into the inspiration for a hilarious (if slightly self-deprecating) webcomic.
Reading pamusement is an exercise in anticipation, as you can read a
comic's title (the subject line from an unwitting bit of spam) before the comic
appears. While waiting for "Massive Weiner Action" to load, you can't help but
wonder bemusedly, How on earth did he handle this one? ...
Yet, Mr. Frank consistently serve up tasteful, witty and endearingly
freeform Wacom-tablet doodle that are always well worth the read. -LM

licd.com
If Sex and the City were geared
men, complete with racy humor,
but superficial characters,
licably addictive appeal, the
d be something similar to this
webcomic.
Drevolves around the life of one
mers, a narcissistic, politically
twenty-four-year-old. Filled
of sex and laughs, this comic has
m smalltime origins to become
· nally produced masterpiece
with a spinoff comic book (Brasoon-to-be animated series. -80

"Spamusement," May 2. 2005 C'Hola!"). Image courtesy Sceven Frank.

II
by Matt Boyd and lan McConville MacHall.com
Although only one of many comics about college life, there's ~
something about Mac Hall that definitely sets it apart. For one thing, .JIIII""""'
the artwork is fantastic. McConville is an excellent illustrator, and his use
ofPhotoshop to add color and detail goes above and beyond the norm. The
strip also has an amazing ability to make the characters feel totally human,
to the point of reminding you of some of your friends, while also putting
them in situations that are borderline absurd. While never bland, Mac Hall
is a comic that almost anyone could - and should - enjoy. -80

From "Mac Hall." lanuarv 31. 2005. lmue courtesv Matt Bovd and ian McConv1lle.
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The Voice
Inside Your
Headphones
A monthly look
into the world
of podcastirtg

by kim felder
kjiD54000@utdallas.edu

Coming
Next Month
Mter 17 years,
a world traveler
revisits the
Italian language
to teach it to
others through
podcasting.

SEPTEMBER

Plus, much like TV or radio, there's
always a new episode of your choice
podcast on its way. For those of us who
would find it tedious to continually have
to update the iTunes podcast file to check
For those of you who aren't iPod junkies, for a new episode, iTunes automatically
downloads the latest episode by reading
a podcast is basically a way to listen in
the RSS feed. The release date of a new
on a subject of interest. It's like a radio
or TV show, but instead for a specialized
episode really depends on the individual
show and the dedication of the "Podcaster,"
interest and on a far smaller production
scale. There's everything from knitting
aka host of the show: some are daily;
to web design to random comedy skits
others are weekly; and I have, from time to .
. time, come across some that get updated
simply for a quick chuckle. Podcasting
whenever the Podcaster feels like it.
is free for listeners - making it great for
college kids. You don't even need to own an
So now tha,t you have a slightly clearer
idea about the nature of podcasting and
iPod to access it - you mostly just need to
download iTunes, which is also free.
why it's something that you definitely want
So, a little history then. The idea of
to investigate, I can tell you a bit about
podcasting was suggested in 2000, and
what you can expect from future versions of
"The Voice Inside Your Headphones." As
the basic technology to actually produce
a podcast arrived in 2001, although
far as I'm concerned, I could easily write a
podcasting didn't reach the start of its
quick review, put in a pretty graphic and fill
'golden age' until2003. There are podcasts
your head with my opinions on
on just about every subject, and although
why my choice in podcasts is
the majority are still in audio version,
the greatest in the universe.
video podcasts are starting to appear in
But that doesn't seem
much larger numbers. Most video podcasts
fair, now does it?
have cult followings. In addition, if you
In order to
don't have cable, they are an amusing
give you the
substitution for your late night viewing
best possible
needs. Likewise, audio podcasts are great
glance into
to listen to while at the gym or during your what
walk to class.
the

Warning: this is an
article about podcasts. Just
letting you know now.
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featured podcast of a partiCular issue is all
about, I will do the most obvious thing
possible - ask the podcaster. They create
the show, they produce the show, and their
lives revolve around the show. I'm pretty
. sure that makes them far more qualified
than me to tell you why you should
become a devoted fan, or at least give them
a chance. I just ask the questions. The
answers you get will be straight from the
podcaster or cast of the show. Yes, every
once in a while there might even be an
interview printed from an actual "cast."
Well, there you go. It was a pretty easy
introduction, but I won't leave you without
even a h~nt or two about what the first
official featured podcast will be for next
time. Next issue, expect to hear from an
internationally traveled man who's had
what he wants to share with his listeners
lurking around in the back of his head
for 17 years. So then, until next issue
- arrivederci! •

I

Getting beneath the scales of UTD's new research facility

by kimberley allen
kim.allen@student.utdalJas.edu
Take a drive down Rutford, and you'll
see the beginnings of an $85 million research facility that is radically different
from the rest of campus. While there
are numerous differences from its predecessors, it is impossible to miss the new
Natural Science and Engineering building's most striking feature : multi-colored
"scales" which cover parts of the building
like plated armor. These mermaid-like
scales, made of oxidized stainless steel,
vary in appearance from magenta and
violet to blue and green. The building is
undeniably unique: it's only the second
in America to have these aqua scales.
Bruce Gnade, the distinguished chair
in microelectronics and the professor who
is overseeing the project, gave me a tour of
the unfinished facility. More than impressive, the Natural Science and Engineering building is well-designed and cutting
edge-a far cry from the plain concrete
buildings that cover most of campus. The
result of UTD's modernized perspective,
the facility signifies a new era for UTD ,
a move to fuse the practicality of the past
with an innovative style for the future.
Could this be the trend that will exemplify every new campus project? Gnade
hopes so; he believes the research center is
proof that it is possible for buildings to be
both aesthetically pleasing and functional.

Construction for the facility is on schedule and on budget. UTD broke ground
on the Natural Science and Engineering
building in November 2004 and expects
it to be completed by December 31,2006.
The building will house research projects that receive substantial funding from
outside the university, and UTD hopes
the building will facilitate collaboration
among the sciences. Its labs will accommodate at least three different fields of
science: biology (including behavioral and
brain sciences),chemistry, and engineering.
The building will not, however, contain a single. classroom.
In fact, the new facility will be com-

pletely closed to most students and will - as well as a 4,800 square foot clean
require card-key access for those ap- room. Although each office is exactly the
proved to use the building. At first glance, same, the labs have each been designed
it seems impractical to exclude class- to fit a particular sphere of science. For
rooms, considering that many students instance, a chemistry lab would boast
spend the majority of the semester in more hoods than an engineering lab.
While the new facility is being built
makeshift portables. While this is true,
Gnade believes that housing classrooms to meet the present need, it has also
in the building would be unsafe, im-· been designed with the future in mind.
practical, and counterproductive to the · For example, Gnade hopes that an MRI
facility's goals. He says that a solely re- machine will be placed in the basement
search-oriented building is not only nec- later as the university receives more fundessary but also beneficial to the university. ing. There is plenty of room for growth
Researchers and students will have in the new building. However, Gnade
at their disposal 48 offices, 256 cubicles hopes that the university will continue to
for grad students, and 56 lab modules thrive and even soon outgrow the facility.
Gnade admitted some minor sacrifices
have been made to keep the building within
budget, but the omissions will not greatly
affect students. One of the wings on the
fourth floor will not be completed by December, but that will allow UTD to outfit
the lab in the future as needed. Overall, said
Gnade, the university has been able to afford everything it wanted for the building.
Ultimately, the building is a longterm gain for the university because of
the quality of students and faculty it
will bring in. UTD has already begun
to hire distinguished, nationally recognized researchers because of the facility.
While it shows prestigious candidates
that UTD is serious about expanding its
research program, Gnade says it will also
provide graduate students with the best
training in the world. The facility is poised
to raise the profile of UTD and bring it
in competition with big-name universities
like Stanford. The facility is a much better gain for the university than additional
classrooms can provide at this point. •
Photo by Aidan Skoyles
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est practices, and professors must do due
diligence in reading papers and theses·.
It's not difficult. If the writing do~sn't
sound like theirs, Google a line, and
don't accept plagiarized work. It is unacceptable and dimimshes the value of the
institution upon which those professors
by aidan skoyles
have built their professional academic
skoyles@gmail.com
reputation.
They must also use the resources
This summer, a friend of mine asked available. UTD pays good money for a
me to check the grammar in his the- service from Turnitln.com where papers
sis, and I happily obliged. I found . his are submitted electronically and autoEnglish to be quite good . .Too good, I rn.aticaUy ·checked against databases for·
Googled a line and instantly discovered instances of plagiarism. Sounds painless.
an entire chapte.r copied verbatim from a B~t, at least in the Electrical Engineer- .
published paper. "Oh, it's the background ing Department, it clearly isn't being
section," he answered weakly, knowing used enough. This must change.
he'd been caught when I confronted him.
In high school, people would say that if
"It's ok," he said.
you cheated, you only hurt yourself. And
It is not. Plagiarism is unacceptable.
it was true. You cheat, what do I care?
It's you who misses
All
students J J
graduate students ( (
out on knowing the
If someone
included - should be
information and you
required to attend the
who
will probably fail
cheats, it doesn't j-ust
already-offered semithe next course.
hurt them. It hurts
But in a university
nars on what is and
things
are different.
what is not plagiarism
me, and it hurts
and cheating. Though
If someone cheats,
everyone else who
it doesn't just hurt
I roll my eyes at the
them. ·It hurts me,
very thought of a borhas, or plans to get,
ing hour's seminar,
and it hurts everyonly this requirement
one
else who has, or
a degree from this
can prevent a student
plans to get, a degree
university.
from feigning "It's ok"
from this university.
or "I didn't know. " I'm -----~-----'---It hurts us because
no fool, and I know this won't stop all when that person goes to get a job, and
cheating, but it will let would-be cheat- the employer realizes they don't know
'
ers know exactly what the consequences what they're '
talking
about, that employer
are.
may well conclude they obtained their
Indeed, the burden here lies not just degree by cheating. You can rest assured
with administrators instituting policies that employer won't look favorably ·at
and stipulations. Academic integrity is the next resume with UTD emblazoned
everyone's responsibility. Hokey though across the top. The scarlet U-T-D, if you
it sounds, it must be this way. Students will allow the Hawthorne pun.
must uphold what they know to be honBeyond employers, consider academia.
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Plagiarism: What Ev~!Y Student Should Know
Eve,.Y student will be held re sponsible for reading and understanding the following
natement

Chu.tl!:lg

Judicial Affairs
Stude:nt Union. J.610

To submit to your Instructor a paper or comparable assignment that Is not truly the
_product of your own mind and skill is to commit plagiarism. To put k bluntly,
plagiarism Is the aa of stealing the Ideas and/or expression of another and
representing them as your own. n Is a form of a cheating and a kind of scholastic
dlshohesty which can Incur seVere penalties. n Is Important, therefore, that you
understand what constitutes plagiarism, so that you wiilllO{ unwktlngly j eopardize your
collt!ge career.

Phone: 972-883-6333

FAX: 972·883·6561
ju dici.lll.atfairs@::utd~llas.ed u

The most obvious fonn:
Plagiarism can take seVI!ral forms . The most obvious form of plagiarism Is the
purchase of prepared papers from commercial term paper comp anies and rhe
submission of S\ICh papers as one's own work.

Proper footnoting essential:
A second obvious form of plagiarism Is a word·for·word copying of someone else' s
work, In wholt! or In part, without appropriate acknowledgement, whether rhat work be
a magazine article, a portion of a book, a newspaper piece, another studen~s pape r,
or any other compos~lon not your own. Any such ve rbatim use of another's work must
be acknowledged by (1) appropriate indention or enclosing ail such cop ied portions in

With information freely avaliable on the Internet and in course syllabi,
students have no excuse to freely plagiarize.
Recently, I have learned from a professor
that an individual from Columbia University contacted UTD when they found
large sections of their work copied in a
UTD thesis paper. This is not only hugely embarrassing to the student (hopefully), his advisor and department, it is also
damaging to our fledgling reputation.
Many people - students, professors
and administrators - at UTD work very
hard to build our academic "street cred"
and to uphold the value of academic
integrity. We all know that UTD isn't
the top of the nationwide stack when it
comes to highly reputable schools. We're
young and growing, and we know we're
improving. But when cheating reigns, we
shoot ourselves in the foot.

Some years ago, SGA threw around
the idea of an honor code. For some reason it fell through . I can't remember what
that reason was, but the issue should be
resurrected. We should sign this honor
code before all exams and on top of all
papers, and we should expect that all
publications - term papers, theses and
dissertations - will be put through the
Turnltin grinder.
I'm finished taking classes at UTD
and by the time you read this, I'll have
moved out of Waterview and living at
law school. My roommate will have rewritten the appropriate parts of his thesis, and hopefully when it comes time for
his UTD Ph.D. dissertation, he'll know
the rules. We all deserve it. •
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MoDEST PROPOSAL

Plagiarism in Defence of
Libe is No Vice!
by ben dower
Kaiser.Benj amin@gmail.com

Because . A Modest Proposal celebrates ·a diversity of opinions, I felt it
was important that both sides of this
issue were heard. Thus, I offer a defense of plagiarism in my own words.
Friends, students, faculty, lend me
your ears!
It was the best of times, it was the
worst of times. The spring of hope, the

winter of despair. And as we move from an individual and as a.human being? As · feet of tyranny, and say segregation now,
this summer of guarded optimism to I've always said, all men are created equal. segregation tomorrow, segregation forever.
But I say, in the field of pubThat being said, some men are
the autumn of emo, my body was compelled to change its state by forees im- bound to be more apt than others in lic education, the doctrine of seppressed upon it, altering it from a state certain areas, including writing. Man arate but equal has no place!
of rest, or uniform motion in a right line. still bears in his bodily frame the inLet us not separate the greatest minds
I have a dream that one day this nation delible stamp of his lowly origin. But from the laziest. I mean, what's in a name,
will rise up and live out the true meaning to declare that these mere words, the anyways? That which we call a rose by any
of its creed. By condemning plagiary, are lowly college student's and the mighty other word would smell as sweet. Let he
we not, in fact, saying that one person's · writer's must be ~et apart without creat- who is without thought among you c_ast the
writing is better than another's? And if ing a sense of inferiority is clearly false. first undocumented Wikipedia reference.
Mter all, imitation is the sincerest
Some people might draw the line in
their writing is better, are we not then saying by extension that they are superior as the dust and toss the gal!ntlet before the form of flattery. •

~~i~b sc~o~l '§J~ln& P,a~ . up, all ~f ~~y .•.
nave t~ 'acclimate to TI.~w~urroundings.Ad: o,f N~!fitibna! iJCiem;e~<lllU
justing' to tHese riew,teacnersl 'new suBjects•·' ties \Vere shown to··4.TYi'rli' h''"'
and new friends.can cause each of us to ex-.; ordination, shcirt-term
pe~}ence ~tre~s and a lack':ef ep:ergy. Luckily, l~arning even.in olde~ _ , _;; rr ;;.4
byieating the right foods;··you may signifiIn the brain, Omega-3 'Tatty acil:l's
candy redu.ce the amount of stress you feel important components of the
anci keep yourself energized in the midst of brane of cells through whicl:). nerv~
a liectic schedule.
must pass. In ·:to article in Psychoi6gy
·Ever wonder why everyone seems to en- day, Hara Estroff Marano writes, "~i:g!ow
joy popcorn? Along with other foods such ing amount of research suggests t§at ~~e
as pretzels arid dry cereal, it produces se- omega-3s are best suited for optim¥ bniin
rotonin,• a chemical in the brain that has a function." Eating foods that have brri~ga23s
cal¢ing effect on the body. Carbohydrates are found to increase the spee.~ of cell-to·:~re also mentally appe:iling for being rela.Xed cell signals and make those signals clf:;ar~r.
·beqmse they con'tribut~ to an increased lev- These foods, such as tuna fish, soybeans an'd
el of serotonin in the brain. Foods such as flaxseed oil, have all shown to heighten th~
whole-wheat bread and whole-grain pasta, mood and increase energy level. ·
whi<:;h ar~ rich in fibers, level the body's
Proteins·also play a major role in cel.l,-tobiood sugar and pr~vide extended energy cell communication since _they are the buildtliroughout the .~ay.
.
ing blocks ·o f hormones and enzymes. When
, Bl~eberries have a similar effe<;t but (or protein is consumed, there is an increase _o f ·
·a di-fferent. reason:· they contain ni'tric oxide, the amino acid ty~osine. This amino ..acid,
a chemical that relaxes arteries that would which produces the chemicals norepinephotlierwise be constricted due to st"ress hor- rine and dopamine, stimulates ~nergy in the . These food·s, among others •. can help promote a·relatively stress-free semester. Image by
,. Mi~h~al Don~rdso'n
·
· '
-·-·
··
· ·
mones that contribute tO' an increase in blood · body and alertness in the mind. · .
' '
0
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Putting Pluto in its place
New definition renders thousands
~,..,
'· ._- . · .....

by micheal donaldson
mpd010200@utdallas. cdu

If there's one thing in this
world that I hate, it's gigantic
interstellar balls of ice. (Granted,
"interstellar" does sort ofpreclude
"in this world," but that's beside
the point.) And there is one
ball of ice that has been getting
·way too much good press over
the last few years. That's right,
I'm talking about that pathetic
h~nger-on in the Solar System:
Pluto.
In case you haven't been
following all the hubbub in
the scientific press recently, the
Intern11tional
Astronomical
Union, meeting this month in
Prague, finalized a resolution
that provided a conclusive
definition
for
the
term
"planet." An uproar, which sent
shockwaves throughout the
scientific community, revolved
around a proposed definition
that would have allowed three
additional objects to JOin
the ranks of the nine bodies
holding the title. If approved,
astronomers expected that many
more would come to join them
in the coming months.The three
objects that would have passed
the bar would have been Charon
(previously considered a moon
of Pluto), Ceres (an asteroid),
and 2003 UB313 (an object
similar in composition to Pluto).
2003 UB313 is provisionally

designated "Xena" and is larger
than Pluto itself.
However, some astronomers
were confused as to why Pluto
should still be considered a
planet. It was clear that if Pluto
retained its status, that these
others, especially Xena, should
be elevated as well. It seemed
that the impetus behind the
intricately designed proposals
was a sort offeeble sentimentality
on behalf of the Solar System's ·
most lovable ice cube.
In 1999, there was another
contrqversy surrounding Pluto's
tenuous planet-hood. It was
proposed that Pluto be given
a number in the catalogue of
trans-Neptunian objects so that
data on it could be conveniently
collated with similar bodies.The
public misinterpreted this as an
attempt to reclassifY Pluto, and
the outcry was startling. (It was
even mentioned on one of my
favorite TV shows, ABC's Sports
Night.) In response to this, a
public statement was issued
that dismissed the possibility of
Pluto's demotion, saying that "no
proposal to change the status of
Pluto as the ninth planet in the
solar system has been made" by
theJAU.

ofgrade-school science pro;·ects invalid

Fortunately, after years of
controversy, the IAU has finally
acknowledged what it must.
In Resolution 5, they defined
a "classical planet" as (1) an
object that orbits the Sun, (2) is
massive enough that its gravitY
pulls it into a nearly round
shape and (3) has cleared the
neighborhood around its orbit.
Anything that meets the first
two criteria but not the third
is labeled a "dwarf planet."
As Pluto orbits in the Kuiper
Belt comprised of numerous
similar objects (such as Charon
and Xena), it is a dwarf planet.
Anything that meets only the
first criterion shall be deemed
a "small Solar System body." A
note to the resolution explicitly
states that the eight planets
are Mercury, Venus, Earth,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune. Resolution 6
specifically defines Pluto as a
dwarf planet and recognizes it as
a prototype for a new category
of trans-Neptunian objects to be
called "plutonian objects."
Mter the resolution was
passed, many in the public
were remorseful about the new
definition. Concerning the
finalized resolution, Professor

... The resolution explicitly states
that the eight planets are Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune.

_______

,,

Image by aerospaceweb.org

Iwan Williams, head of the
panel that proposed the original
definition, told BBC News, "I
have a slight tear in my eye, yes."
And many people agree with
him . .
Though a portion of the public
has been overly sentimental
concerning Pluto's nominal fate,
it comes as a relief to many others.
Mike Brown of the California
Institute of Technology and
discoverer of Xena was relieved
by the resolution, despite the
acclaim he would have received
with Xena's promotion. In a

New York Times piece, Brown
said, "Through this whole crazy
circus_-like procedure, somehow
the right answer was stumbled
on. It's been a long time coming.
Science
is
self-correcting
eventually, even when strong
emotions are involved."
I agree with Mr. Brown.
This new definition will allow
everyone to better understand
how our Solar System works,
just as they did with Galileo's
discovery. And this time, nobody
got the shaft. Except, of course,
for Pluto." •
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A Dar of Hatred;
·A Country of Hope
Our writer in India reflects on the Mumbai bombings and the people's response

by liam skoyles
liam.skoyl~s@student.utdallas.edu

j

On any given day in India's bustling
economic capitol, Mumbai (formerly
Bombay), one can walk the streets and
llear a mosque's musical call to morning
prayers and smell the incense and flowers of a freshly decorated Hindu temple.
The 17th ofJuly began as any one of those
days. I would know, as I there at the time;
however, it would turn out to be one of the
most trying days of religious tolerance India has ever faced.
India has been a nation of tolerance for
centuries, even millennia; it contains holy
sites for a myriad of religions. At one ancient site, Buddhist, Hindu and Jain temples were cut out of solid rock, all taking
over a century to carve and all created at
the same time, implying an era of religious
coexistence.
Today the principle religions in India
are Hinduism, Islam and Christianity.
India's idealist concept of complete secularity seems to be miraculously working in
a country where each person wears their
religion on their sleeve. Taxi drivers invariably have a miniature statue of a Hindu
deity, a sticker of Jesus on the cross,,or an
Islamic crescent on the dashboard of their
car.
That is not to say there were no problems in India's tinderbox of religions. In
the days leading up to the attacks a Hindu

shrine was desecrated, Hindus rioted at
the lack of police response, and the end
result was two police officers and several
Hindu protesters being killed. However,
this was a relatively small incident com. pared to the outburst that would occur
later that week.
Mumbai is no stranger to terrorism
and, in sheer numbers, these attacks fall
· short of the attacks in 1993 that saw more
than 250 people killed. The 1993 attacks
were different, however, as they were attributed to gang and mafia violence in the
city and ~eft precious few to blame.
The attacks on the 17th ofJulywere of
y. much: darker n~ture.
Earlier in the day a series of grenade
attacks on tourists in the terrorist hotbed
of Jammu and Kashmir had been making headlines. These attacks have become
somewhat commonplace and attracted
· only minor media attention. India has
continually blamed Muslim extremists in
Pakistan for terrorist bombings in Jammu
and Kashmir, but ironically this time India
was preaching tolerance towards Pakistan
and quickly made a statement committing
itself to continuing the peace talks in the
region.
When the news broke about the bombings in Murnbai, however, the dots lined
up too pex:fecdy for the public to ignore.
The implications were clear. Regardless
of the guilt of Mu-slims, these bombings
would rip open the slowly healing wounds
of religious tension in India.
As I took a taxi around Mumbai the
morning after the bombings, the city held
a completely different atmosphere. Gone
was the husde and busde of this tireless
metropolis. It was replaced by a quiet fear
of what was to come, stirred only by the

Protestors in India carry yellow flags after the bombings in Mumbai. Photo by Liam Skoyles

flapping of orange flags in the breeze. The
city seemed on fire with triangular orange
flags, historically the calling card of the
Hindu Nationalist movement in India, an
ominous symbol to all of its inhabitants. It
seemed that this great test case of Indian
tolerance was about to be strained to its
limit.
In an almost unbelievable act of restraint, however, the opposite has occurred.
The Indian government has displayed indefatigable resolve against overwhelming
public fury towards Pakistan. In the days
following the blasts, the press examined
which of the punitive actions the government would take against Pakistan. They
blared "How will India Fight Back?" and
"Pakistan Asking for War." But the politicians hardly wavered in their calls for

peace and restraint. This is a pivotal moment in the history of India and indeed
religious tolerance around the world.
One week after the bombings, two
minutes of silence were held in Mumbai.
The entire city came to a standstill: conversation, traffic and trading all ceased as
people paused to remember those lost in
the attack. I could not help but think of
our own commemerations after 9/11; pain
speaks a universal language.
Orange and green mean even more to
Indians than they do to UTD students.
They represent the religious coeflict that
is an integral part of daily life: orange for
Hinduism, green for Islam. The miraculous
resolve of the nation to meld these two
colors together is a lesson for the world,
and perhaps, if only slighdy, for UTD. •
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Terror failed: I'm gel lin'
Appreciate successes instead ofharping on security inconveniences

by benedict voit
benedict.voit@student.utdallas.edu

Admittedly bored, I was tuning through
the radio a few weeks back when I came
across the Mike Gallagher show. Mike
was nearing the end of an interview with
a teacher from Colorado who had apparently called in to argue with him about the
nature of terrorism. With limited time left,
Mike spoke over her in attempts to ask a
question: did she think terrorists are evil?
She asked for a definition of a "terrorist,"
at which point he then simply asked, did
she think the 19 hijackers of September
ll'h were evil. A deadly pause; finally her
response: no.
Although this may be .a more extreme
position, it unfortunately isn't uncommon,
even in our government. The recent primary in Connecticut and the defeat of the
more moderate Joe Lieberman indicates
the direction that a growing Democratic
majority supports - that of cutting from
Iraq, to stop fighting so passionately for
freedom and security.
The Connecticut primary victor, Ned
Lamont, displays on his website "[t]hat
the war in Iraq has diverted far too many
of our dollars, and too much of our attention, from our needs back home." I woulCl
like to ask Mr. Lamont how many dollars,
how much attention, and how much need
9/11 cost.
For over the summer, there have been
not one, but two major terrorist attempts
thwarted. To me, that's one heck of a lot
of dollars, attention, need, and most importantly innocent lives that have been saved.
On June 23'd, the FBI announced the
first of such great news. Months of close

surveillance and inside operations led the
organization to arrest 7 men in Miami accused of attempting to "wage war against
America" by bombing the FBI building in
Miami and also potentially the Sears Tower
in Chicago.
I was in Frankfurt at the time, but my
apartment TV still got CNN International
news. It was that Friday afternoon that I
watched the CNN reporter discuss the "alleged terror plot."

formed the reporter that he did not, adding
something to the tune of: "He reads the Bible just like everyone else." Maybe I should
respect CNN's decision, even ability, to always find the other side of the debate.
The problem is, though, there should
be no debate. There should only be sincere
thanks that June 23'd's memory will not be
one of horror. Whether the terror threat
was real or not, in today's world that is not
the point. All threats must

photo by Benedict Voit
The latest foiled terror plot has raised the security levels to code-orange and has yet again
changed airport policy. Items such as toothpaste, deodarant, shampoo, and most other liquids
have been banned from' carry-on luggage. However, such measures are only minor setbackswell worth the extra level of security the bans provide.

Her tone was cynical at best, as she did
everything in her power to downplay the
events.
In an interview, a family member of one
of the arrested was asked if his kin had ever
practiced violent Islam. The interviewee in-

be taken seriously, and the reporter's almost
mockery of the situation was heinously disturbing.
Then came August lOth. Intelligence
forces imbedded for many months in what
used to be an al-Qeeda cell prevented ter-

rorists from detonating liquid explosives on
board aircraft for the explicit purposes of
killing innocent people and inciting fear.
· The idea to simultaneously blow up 10
planes flying to the United States was to be
the "next big one,""another 9/11."
But even after all of this, with reminder
after reminder that there are fanatical extremists who want us dead, there are still
those in this country that refuse to see evil
for evil. Worse yet, there are still people being voted into office that believe we are losing, or think we should be losing, this war.
Senate majority leader Harry Reid's
statement about the foiled attack: "This latest plot demonstrates the n~ed for the Bush
administration and the Congress to change
course in Iraq and ensure that we are taking
all the steps necessary to protect Americans
at home and across the world." Was the
foiled plot not a perfect protection?
People like this want to cut from Iraq.
They don't believe in allowing Homeland
Security to act effectively - like allowing
behavioral screening at the airports -:- because it infringes upon too many civil liberties. Profiling is long out of the question.
They find it abhorrent that the National
Security Administration wants to monitor international phone calls, even thougn
the Washington Post reported that some of
the detained suspects from the August lOth
raid had previously made calls from Britain ·
to the United States.
I pray that we must never again live
through another day as heinous as Septem~
ber 11 '\ 2001. But, more than ever, it's up
to us to answer that prayer. It requires us
not to forget, to be continually cognitive
that terrorist cells still exist, that they still
hate, and that they are still determined to
kill thousands of innocent people for a sick
and twisted notion of glory.
The importance and the success of
thwarting two major terrorist operations
in one summer cannot be overstated. It
should renew our determination and resolve in protecting ourselves, our beliefs,
and our way of life. •
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St. Petersburg offers an insight into a world still dealing with the legacy of communism

by hannah frank
hannah.frank(q)student.utdallas.edu

1

It was 8 in the morning on June 1st
as I sat in a comfY Starbucks armchair
enjoying a freshly brewed cup of espresso. How, you may ask, is this different
from a normal American's Friday morning? For one thing, the Starbucks was in
Berlin. I was also about 100 yards from
the Brandenburg Gate - in the heart
of what, 16 years ago, was East Berlin.
And the Russian Embassy, the doors of
which I was waiting to enter, was just
across the street.
I think it may have been a bit optimistic to leave for my study abroad adventure before I had received my visa
(or even the paperwork to apply for it),
but that is a whole other story. On that
particular Friday morning, I was more
intrigued by the irony in the fact that
one of the biggest American franchises
(a symbol of the constant expansion of
capitalism) is now open for business in
the former stronghold of communism.
My experiences that morning, from
sitting in the German Starbucks to
talking my way into the Russian Consular Office without speaking Russian
or German, were only the first in a long
line of incidents that for me pointed out
the irony of everyday life in a formerly
communist country.
Though much of the former U.S.S.R.
has broken into officially democratic
countries, the overbearing weight of
that past conglomerate still seems to rest
upon the shoulders of Russia's citizens,

card to show that you entered the country legally, a stamp on your registration
card so that the police know where you
live when they stop you and find out
you're a foreigner.
Registering at the university was no
exception. I think it took me a total of
three days of waiting for people to show
up at work in order to get all the necessary documents to go to class. And
when I needed to switch to a different
level in my language class, it took even
longer. The level of bureacracy still in
place astonishes me.
While I loved my time here in St. Petersburg, from strolling in the summer
gardens to visiting all the museums and
palaces, I can't help but look at Piter as
a city with two faces - one, the glorified
image of a country trying to incorporate
itself into Europe and the western world,
and another, the remains of a dying system of government to which many of its
citizens still cling.
Today's Russian teenagers are the
first generation to grow up in this new
capitalistic Russia. But have they been
influenced more by the communist days
of their nation's past or by the new horizons that hav~ bee"n placed before them
with the growing influence of the western democracies? And which path will
they choose to take as they begin to have
children of their own?
As I make my way further into Russia to spend the fall semester in Irkutsk,
it will be interesting to see if there is a
similar situation in the rest of the counThe Hermitage in St. Petersburg. Photo by Hannah Frank
try, and how citizens of other cities are
Another instance in which I'm re- adapting (or not) to a life where deciYet in spite of the beauty of the surroundings, the attitudes of the citizens minded of the communist days · was sions are made instead of one where diof St. Petersburg and the workings of when I was registering for classes at rectives are unquestionably followed. At
the government still resound with the the university. Everything in this coun- · a time in my life where I'm contining to
echo of socialism.
try still requires a stamp of some kind strech out and make my own decisions, I
Let me use the grocery store as an - a stamp on your receipt to show that find the plight of the Russian people quite
example. While there are a few new you've paid, a stamp on your migration close to home. •

often cropping up in normal everyday
activities.
After spending all summer in St. Petersburg, I can't help but comment on
the ironic duality of the city. The splendor of Peter the Great, the tsar whose
ambition made him raise the city from
a swamp and open it to the West, is still
evident everywhere you go in "Piter" {as
the Russians fondly refer to the city) .
From the baroque buildings such as the
Winter Palace to the neoclassical fas:ades
lining Nevsky Prospekt (the city's main
thoroughfare), St. Petersburg feels more
like a modern European city than one of
the major cities of a former communist
superpower.

stores that are more along the lines of
an American supermarket, most stores
operate in a different manner. All the
products are behind the counter and you
must ask for what you want. It's even
worse when your Russian happens to be
a little on the weak side; English-speaking employees are not in ab undance at
the local grocery stores.
Every time I stand in line at the vegetable store to ask for a couple tomatoes
and a cucumber, I have to imagine how
it must h ave been just twenty years ago:
standing in line for hours, without really being sure that what you want will
be there by the time you've reached the
head of the queue.
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by benedict voit
benedict.voit@s tudent.utdallas.edu

he June 26'h edition of Time magazine featured
a political cartoon depicting the Earth revolving around a giant soccer ball. The title: "Around
which great sphere does the Earth revolve?" At the bottom, in parentheses, was added, "If you answered the Sun,
you're probably an American."
Studying this summer at the Goethe Institute in
Frankfurt, G ermany, I witnessed first hand the strength
ofWorld Cup fever.
Whether it was blazing hot or cloudy and rainy, nothing was going to keep throngs of fans away from Frankfurt's Fan Fest - strips of land on each side of the river
dedicated to the World Cup. The river banks held many
a small temporary pub, and even some bigger restaurants,
all surrounding a huge observation area.
This fan zone included open standing room and
bleachers where fans could view each game live on the
massive TV screen set up in the middle of the river (see
photo). The screens- one facing each side- were each
easily 30 feet wide, crystal clear, and complete with perfect audio wired to the banks. For every game, the stands
were full, and the streets lined and sometimes even closed
as over 100,000 crazed fans came to cheer the teams.
For other countries, the World Cup is more than just a
competition. It transforms every part of society for a full
month, because in some form or fashion, every citizen is
involved. Cheering for your country is not dependent on
your race, your class, or your social status. For this reason, every sector of society could - and did - catch the
World Cup fever.
Besides the typical overexcited fans of all ages and
backgrounds at every game, there were entrepreneurs
who brought coolers with drinks to sell. A youth hostel
set up a snack stand outside its front door. There were
even individuals picking up empty (and sometimes not)
beer bottles off the street in order to turn them in for
recycle-refunds.
.
On a global scale, entire countries were more-or-less
shut down during national games. Many of the shops

T

Th" huge Fan Fest Frankfurt screen displayed every World Cup game live t o the south side of the river. A replica screen faces
t he no r.th bank, whe re more fa ns can be seen watching.AII told, t he Fan Fest area could accomodate more than 100,000 people.

were still open, but they had either a TV or a radio (or
both) piping in those 90-plus minutes of a game that allowed viewers to forget local disagreements, band together and cheer wholeheartedly and unabashedly for their
home team.
Taking time off work to watch soccer is not what I am
trying to advocate. However, in today's world, supporting
our country or being patriotic has far too many political
implications. Throwing aside political differences is hard
for people (hey - I know), but that's what makes this
national unification so important. Cheering on the nation
represented by our global team (and, I'm sorry, baseball
and hockey are not really global sports) allows citizens
to be proud of the U.S. in a time when national pride is
sometimes a questionable trait.
These 64 soccer games may have been the most beneficial in this sense for Germany. Having traveled to Germany throughout my whole life and knowing its history, I
can understand the German hesitant attitude, even resistance, in showing national pride.
For a time, flag-waving was all too reminiscent of
1930s Germany, and many looked down upon displays
of nationalism. This, though, has been ra,dically transformed.

The new generation of united Germans had something they could be proud of on a national level - their
soccer team - and they weren't afraid to show it. Flags
and banners and scarves and face:.paint and hats and all
imaginable over-the-top patriotic gestures were there.
It was soccer that allowed Germany to hold on to
something national, something to allow patriotism to
flourish. It gave Germans knowledge that they could give
things like Berlin's Olympic Stadium a better memory.
The United States certainly has a different history, and
lack of (over-the-top) patriotism generally is not a problem. However, with our culture so focused on competition
- state against state, city against city, school against school
- and a populace greatly divided on national policies, it
would be a good thing, probably even a great thing, if
more Americans would join together and take pride and
spirit in something national.
America is often criticized for being a lone cowboy in
the world. This is not always militaristic. Involving ourselves at the level of the other competitors in such a global
activity is a brilliant form of diplomacy.
This, though, is not up to our national team. We already have a strong international soccer team. We just
need the masses of crazed patriotiC fans . •
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A Vocabulary Voyage
Test your skills with this month's travel-themed puzzle
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by austin edmiston
austin.edmiston@student.utdallas.edu

Across

famous princess
56. accompanied by the
appearance of a light
bulb over one's head
57. Russo or Descartes
58. a vase-shaped
pitcher or jug
60. Christmas in France
61. Southwestern
compliment, "Muy cali-

l.local public transportation system,
abbr.
5. path through a wooded area
10. Huck Finn's favorite form of transportation
14. what's in your garage; article included
15. movement of the hand when signaling a taxi
16. tools used to propel a rowboat
17. a popular vacation spot in the Pacific
18. process of resonant absorption of
microwave radiation by paramagnetic
ions or molecules, abbr.
19. length times width
20. Mongolian highlands
21. shock absorber
22. popular English pastry
25. _ island, home of King Kong
30. a strong dislike
31. what a lion trainer does to the lion
32. rules that change from place to place

Down

57

1. large-scale water
containment systems
2. common name for a

61

33. common way to make a scarf

feline, article included

35. Swedish 70's pop stars
36. the opposite of naughty
37. high craggy hills
38. a creature consisting entirely of
sugar, spice, and everything nice
40. a random degrading exclamation
yelled in the face of an innocent freshman in the hallway.
41. common garment worn after showering
42. the person responsible for keeping
the path clean of dog excrement
43. to put together from several parts
45. quality of a road that diverges in two
directions
49. the simplest form ofbartering
54. Christian inteJ.jection of solemn
ratification
55. the cause ofback problems for a

3. an abnormal sound heard accompanying the normal respiratory sounds on
auscultation of the chest
4. a voyage
5. tall green objects you should avoid
hitting when driving
6. a mean, unprincipled, or dishonest
person
7. what you need to breathe
8. third person conjugation of to be
9. people often followed
10. what buffalos do on the range
11. elderly benefits program
12. the cost of AMP, for the reader
13. Russian monarch
23. female reproductive cell or gamete
of animals
24. monthly informative bulletin
25. <!_De of the numbers that may haunt a

!"
62. to see, hear, feel,
taste, Qr smell fellow
travelers
63. European League of
Stuttering Associations,
abbf.

62

professional athlete, abbr.
26. popular Hawaii food
27. the blackest part of a shadow
28. what one has if they possess no more
than any other person
29. the Unix command for listing a
directory
34. ocular excrement
38. things girls are known to hold longer
than secrets or promises
39. batter's statistic
40. body odor, abbr.
44. to remove all trace of
45. a payment made to ride on public
transportation
46. phenomenon supposed to portend
good or evil; also a movie by John
Moore, starring possibly the freakiest

kid ever

47. monthly sacrificial offering to the
gods ofWaterview
48. a common body part, often used to
test reflexes
50. the act of eating, often in the evening
51. one that is adored, often blindly or
excessively; Taylor Hicks is the latest
American version
52. former catch phrase of the Knights
Who Say "Ecky-Ecky-Ecky-PekangZoom-Ping", plrl.
5'3. a festive occasion, especially a lavish
social event or entertainment.
55. a writing implement
59. word said when referring to yourself,
and some other people
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TSA Grounds
Passengers!
by Goose Maverick
Special Contributor
In an effort to bolster national security,
Transportation Safety Administration officials
recently announced a new program aimed at
perman~ntly eliminating the threat of airline
terrorism: banning all passengers from
commercial airplanes.
TSA guidelines have, for years, been
established in the interest of protecting
passengers and airplane staff. Through
certain procedural actions, such as the
mandatory removal and x-ray of all shoes
and prohibitions of certain carry-on items the
TSA had atteJ!lpted to make flying safer for all
passengers.
Finally, after the most recent slew of foiled
terrorist plots, TSA officials decided to take
a new position o~ the matter. "We decided it
was time to attack the problem from a different
angle," said Assistant Secretary of the TSA Kip
Hawley. "It seemed so obvious that I don't
really know how we missed it befor-e. All
our old regulations are out the window now
that people can't actually fly on airplanes."
According to a source familiar with the issue,
this means that all previous regulations virill be
lifted over a period of six months, starting with
the most recent prohibitions. By September
1, 2006, according to an official TSA report,

shampoo, soft drinks, and other liquids will
be again permitted, with future dates set for
other regulations to be re-evaluated.
TSA officials stressed that this would not
be an easy process. Statistics provided in-the
report suggest that an initial drop-off in ticket
sales is likely, but should not be more than
the industry can handle. "After all," Hawley
admitted, "no one understands how this
business really works anyway. It all sort of just
happens. I mean Delta declared bankruptcy a
year ago, and they're still flying."
The TSA has also decided to ban all pilots
from getting on airplanes as well, as they
could potentially be threats. Development
has begun on intricate robot pilots that can fly
their empty planes from location to location
without deviating from a set plan. They also
have rated "about equal" with current human
pilots on enjoyable interaction with others.
A spokesman for American Airlines said
that the new guidelines would provide a mild
setback but that ultimately the industry might
benefit from the action. Without passengers,
the spokesman continued, the industry could
possibly see a greater ease of operations. With
fewer issues at every step of the travel process,
airlines could see more flights arriving on
time with fewer problems. "All of this really
adds up to savings for the consumer," he
concluded.

Classroom buildings
vacuumed
Administrators pleased
by Kirby Hoover
Special Contributor
The classroom buildings at UTD, long
considered by students and faculty to
be one of the weakest links on campus,
received a much-needed improvement
the other day when they were thoroughly
vacuumed by staff.
"This is exactly what students need
right now. It's always bad when the floors
look dirty. And if you have allergies, a
lot of debris ·on the ground can cause
. coughing. I find this cle~sing a huge
step in addressing student concerns,"
said a member of the UTD administration.
He then returned to the Multipurpose
Building, where he joined administrators
seated in glorious splendor on thrones
made of ivory and gold.
The vacuuming took approximately
an hour and a half, and was completed
by two individuals. Including the vacuum
cleaners, the process cost $120 in student
fees, which is almost double the cost of the
original classroom building itself.
Future plans for the classroom building
include air conditioning, chalkboards, and
potentially glass windows. These additions,
though, are contingent on how much of
the reparations-money is remains after
installing the proposed golden faucets in
the multipurpose building.
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"Snakes on a Bun"
promotion fails
by Jules Winfeld
Special Contributor

In a gutsy move from Nintendo and
Sony corporations, the two gaming
giants combined unexpectedly to
create a system that critics are raving
as "better than portable Pong."
Microsoft may have its biggest
battle for market share yet, as huge
sununer sales have cast doubt onto
t,he upcoming success of the once
acclaimed release of Halo 3.
But only Microsoft seems to have
the blues. Gaming addicts from
across the country are more than
pleased with this release.
Tommy's wishes came true when
for his 14th birthday he opened up
his very own Playboy Console - one
bought for him by his dad without
the consent of his mother.
"Without a doubt, I became the
coolest kid on the block," Tommy

beamed. "All of a sudden the older
guys wanted to hang out with me. Itwas so great."
The portable hand held device is
a co'Ihbination-design that is a r¢x of
the PSP and the Nintendo's upcoming
Wiisystem.
Motion sensors allow the player
to move with the Playboy in any
direction: "Play with it lying down,
standing up, even on the go; whatever
is most pleasurable for the player.
That's the kind of fun we want to
provide," said Playboy spokesman
Masahiro Wong.
Aside from the basic button
selection, the controller has extra
padding that aligns better with the
user's hand. Moreover, the speed of
response is impressive, and the Joy
Stick gives the user unprecedented
control and accuracy.
Sony's inclusion of dance pads
makes some games full-body

workouts. The Double-D pads were a
direct rip from DDR, but regardless
they have been tremendously
popular.
Nintendo hopes that the "Wiiiiii!
Wiiiiii!" cries that accompany some
games will subconsciously advertise
for their upcoming release. Sony is
already adding a port to the PS3 to
incorporate the Playboy straight into
the console.
Games released so far for the
system, such as "Final Fantasy: Jack of
All Trades"which uses the interactive
touch screen, have all been single
player, but raving criticisms thrust
against Playboy may have hit the
right spots. Rumors spread indicate
that multiplayer action may be
available as early as December. ·
Nevertheless sales are expected
to soar. And until then, young males
can take comfort in the knowledge
that they are not playing alone.

WASHINGTON - Subway,
the nation's most widely
distributed fast food chain,
announced
on
Saturday
that their attempted tie-in
promotion with recent movie
"Snakes on a Plane" would be
canceled "for all eternity."
"Our excessive hubris
made us believe we could
tame these snakes. We thought
we could master them into
staying on a sandwich. We
were obviously wrong," said a
company spokesman.
The "Snakes on a Bun"
sandwich, which consisted
of lettuce, tomato, honey
mustard, red peppers, cheddar
cheese, and writhing, deadly
snakes was planned to replace
tuna as the Friday $2.49 daily
special. Managers did report ,
that even after customers were
viciously bitten and poisoned,
they prefered the sandwich to
tuna.
"I mean, I been working at
this Subway for 5 years and I
seen a lot of crazy sandwiches
come through here. Tuscan
chicken, Italian whatever, and
this sudden leap into toasting
technology which I fear and
dread with a nameless horrorall of these been in my Subway.
But snakes? That's crazy," said
John Douglas, local Subway
shift manager.
Subway officials intended to
announce the cancellation at
a small press conference near
their corporate headquarters.
This was canceled when the
lights went out during the
conference, followed by a
member of the press yelping
"Snakes!" They were luckily
saved by a nearby Samuel L.
Jackson, enjoying a meatball
sub with snakes. He did not
seem concerned about them.

